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	Testing Python: Applying Unit Testing, TDD, BDD and Acceptance Testing, 9781118901229 (1118901223), John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Fundamental testing methodologies applied to the popular Pythonlanguage


	Testing Python; Applying Unit Testing, TDD, BDD andAcceptance Testing is the most comprehensive book available ontesting for one of the top software programming languages in theworld. Python is a natural choice for new and experienceddevelopers, and this hands-on resource is a much needed guide toenterprise-level testing development methodologies. The book willshow you why Unit Testing and TDD can lead to cleaner, moreflexible programs.


	Unit Testing and Test-Driven Development (TDD) are increasinglymust-have skills for software developers, no matter what languagethey work in. In enterprise settings, it's critical for developersto ensure they always have working code, and that's what makestesting methodologies so attractive. This book will teach you themost widely used testing strategies and will introduce to you tostill others, covering performance testing, continuous testing, andmore.

	
		Learn Unit Testing and TDD—important developmentmethodologies that lie at the heart of Agile development
	
		Enhance your ability to work with Python to develop powerful,flexible applications with clean code
	
		Draw on the expertise of author David Sale, a leading UKdeveloper and tech commentator
	
		Get ahead of the crowd by mastering the underappreciated worldof Python testing



	Knowledge of software testing in Python could set you apart fromPython developers using outmoded methodologies. Python is a naturalfit for TDD and Testing Python is a must-read text foranyone who wants to develop expertise in Python programming.
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Analyzing Systems: Determining Requirements for Object-Oriented Development (Bcs Practitioner)Prentice Hall, 1994
This text describes and explains the ORCA (Object-oriented Requirements Capture Analysis) method. It is aimed at those interested in the description and analysis of complex systems. In particular, it is aimed at those responsible for producing strategies for the use of information technology and requirements for software development. Producing and...

		

Guidance and Control Technology of Spacecraft on Elliptical Orbit (Navigation: Science and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book introduces readers to the navigation, guidance and control technologies involved in single-spacecraft, double-spacecraft, and multiple-spacecraft tasks in elliptical orbits. It comprehensively covers the key technologies of guidance, navigation and control (GNC) system design for spacecraft in elliptical orbits, including...



		

Phillips' Science of Dental Materials, 12e (Anusavice Phillip's Science of Dental Materials)Saunders, 2012

	This book represents a comprehensive overview of

	the composition, biocompatibility, physical properties,

	mechanical properties, manipulative variables, and performance

	of direct and indirect restorative materials and auxiliary

	materials used in dentistry. The book is intended as a

	textbook for dental students, dental hygiene...




	

Beginning Oracle Application Express 4Apress, 2011

	Welcome to the wonderful world of Oracle Application Express (APEX). You’re about to learn how to use a tool that we believe will revolutionize the way you think about and approach writing web-based Oracle systems. It certainly has for us.


	Prior to the advent of APEX, developing fully interactive web based systems over data...


		

Pro Tools HD: Advanced Techniques and WorkflowsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to make the most of Pro Tools HD 11


	Overview

	
		Create optimum quality audio using powerful tools of Pro Tools HD
	
		Learn how to enhance workflow and creative outputs for recording, editing in music production, film scoring and television post production
	
		Step-by-step...



		

MDX with SSAS 2012 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	69 practical recipes to analyze multidimensional data stored in SSAS 2012 cubes, using high-performance MDX calculations and flexible MDX queries


	Overview

	
		A wide range of time-related, context-aware, and business-related calculations
	
		Combine MDX with utility dimensions
	...
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